Resolved Issues

The following issues are fixed in software update 10.15.1146-151:

General (May Apply to Multiple Field Operations)
• Third-party guidance line calculations may not position lines in the desired location
• TASKDATA backup file not written onto USB drive while importing new ISOBUS TASKDATA
• GPS inline offset may change to incorrect value in machine profile on 9R/RT/RX
• Implement receiver GPS offsets may reset to zero after a warm boot
• SCV recording triggers not available on tractors equipped with CCD bus communication
• Application unexpectedly quit error may occur when using the navigation bar to close the “Edit Operator” page in Work Setup application
• Display may not correctly parse some third-party GPS receiver NMEA communication strings
• Display may encounter a rolling application unexpectedly quit error
• Application unexpectedly quit error may occur after creating a virtual implement with task controller off

Combine Harvesting
• Working width in GreenStar™ 3 CommandCenter™ may change when 4640 display is connected

Specialty Harvesting
• Previous coverage may disappear from the map while using Yield Documentation, Specialty Crop

Planting
• AutoTrac™ Implement Guidance with SeedStar™ 4HP equipped planters may experience performance issues and was not supported for Generation 4 software releases 19-1 and 19-2. John Deere Dealer: Reference DTAC Solution 112884 for required planter software versions.
• AutoTrac™ Turn Automation with SeedStar™ 4HP equipped planters may experience performance issues and was not supported for Generation 4 software releases 19-1 and 19-2. John Deere Dealer: Reference DTAC Solution 112884 for required planter software versions.

Spraying/Spreading/Application
• Connect Mobile server pressure layer may not catch up after loss of communication
• Section control and documentation may be unavailable for ISOBUS slurry tanker
• Application unexpectedly quit error may occur when connecting manure constituent sensing partner implement with more than 16 sections

Release Notice
These are Generation 4 OS and AMS Applications software update release notes for the Generation 4 Displays. Release notes can be found on www.stellarsupport.com. Note: Your use of the software is governed by the End User License Agreement included with the software.
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